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1Seashore's Measures of Musical Talent. One-2.

learl E. Seashore, Manual of Instruction and
Interpretation for Measures of Musical Talent (Chicago:
C. H. stoelting Co;) -

A. General statement

, ".'",:: ::"
, . , ,

I. INTRODUCTION

be successful in music.

To be successful in music a person must be able to hear

tones and rhythm accurately and must be able to remember

them. Individuals who cannot do this can never hope to

1. Musical Talent Testing. It has been generally

conceded that musical talent is necessary to success in

mus~c, and, now by means of musical talent tests, it has

been quite conclusively shown that this is true. In

the last few years the use of tests for the prediction

of achievement in music has developed rapidly, and, by

means of these tests, we find that those students who

ranked higher in achievement in music all come from the

group which ranked higher on the musical talent tests.

of the most reliable and widely used battery of tests

is Dr. Seashore's "Measures of Musical Talent". By

means of this battery of tests, six traits of musical

talent may be measured. These traits are sense of

I

I
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time, sense of intensity, sense of rhythm, tonal memory
.

and consonance. Seashore has established norms for the

fifth grade and for all grade levels above, including

adults.

General Value of Such Tests to the Musical
...-.,;.......-;.....;;;...;, .......-....- - - - ............-~-

Education £! ~ Individual. Many schools use tests

such as the Seashore tests as an entrance examination.

There are studies which show that students who do not

reach a certain standard on these tests will fail to

meet the standard of accomplishment set by the school.

As shown by Larson's2 study, musical talent tests have

been used with satisfactory results in junior and senior

high schools in selecting students for instrument classes

and for predicting success in orchestral work. These

tests are not only fairly reliable in predicting success,

but, by means of them, a student's strongest and weakest

traits of musical talent may be known.

4. Individual Differences. The "Measures of

Musical Talent" have revealed great individual differences

;illiam. S. Larson, "Measurements of Musical
Talent for the Prediction of Success in Instrumental
Music,~ university of Iowa Studies in Psychology~

XIII (1930), pp. 33-37.



than a hundred times as keen as the latter. There are

4Jacob Kwalw~sser, Tests and Measurements in
Music, (Boston: C. C. Birchard and Company, (1921) ,
pp. 13-14.

3car1 E. Seashore, ThepslcholO~Y of Musical
Talent,,' (New York: Silver Burdett an Company, 1919),
p. 115.

3

3Dr. Seashore says that there arein musical talents.

some people who can hear a difference of one two-hundredth

of a tone, whereas) there are others who cannot hear a

difference of less than a half tone. The former is more

great individual differences in the other categories

of musical talent. Dr. Kwalwasser4 says: "The in

dividual who is more generously endowed with musical

talent is likely to realize a great deal more proportion

ately than the individual of meager endowment with the

same educational opportunities. This is a truism many

teachers fail to recognize. It is the teacher who

enables the pupil to realize the maximum on his musical

endowment. The teacher's problem is to make the most

of every child's talent." These individual differences

should surely be recognized early in the child's life

if the teacher is to be most helpful.



the possession of musical talent of these children earlier

4

5. Necessity for ~ New Test. Musical talent

tests have been used for all ages above the fifth grade-,

but there have been no tests devised for grades lower

B. 'Purpose of This Study

than the fifth. Esther Allen Gaw used a modified form

of the tonal memory and time-sense test for the fifth-

grades., She used a portion of the test and decided 'that

the distribution of responses at the fifth-grade level

was better than when the whole test was used. Since

private instrument~l lessons together with sight reading

and not~tion are begun earlier than the fifth grade, it

would be valuable to know the individual differences in

but are not usually recognized. A simple test that might

be used by either music teachers or by the grade teachers

themselves is needed in order to guide properly the musical

education of these children.

The purpose of this stUdy is to devise a simple

test for musical talent for use in grades lower than

the fifth. It will be only a beginning investigation

in a large field.

than this age, or whether they possessed it at all. These

,great differences are already present at an early age

I

l
I
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II. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of devising such a test is threefold;

(l) to devise a simple musical talent test which would

be reliable and of proper difficulty for use in grades

lower than the fifth, (2) to establish tentative norms

for it, "and (3) to start research in the development

of musical talent tests for grades lower than the fifth,

along the lines that Dr. Seashore has laid down.

In order to begin this investigation in so large

a field the tonal memory record of Dr. Seashore's

"Measures of Musical Talent" was chosen because it is

recognized as being most reliable and probably the most

easily understood by young children.

5



III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment in Second Grade

A preliminary test was made in the second grade

of the training school of the Indiana State Teachers'

College at Terre Haute, Indiana, for the purpose of

determining the grade level at Which a musical talent

test for grades lower than the fifth might be made.

The two-span and three-span portion of the record was

used in the second grade, following Mrs. Gaw's study.

There were twenty trials in this test and the results

based on the number right were: median, 6.5, mean,

6.23, and standard deviation, 2.48. The low median

and mean based on the number right indicate that this

test was rather difficult and that the children were

still too bothered with the mechanics of writing to

give full attention to the test.

B• Experiment in Third Grade

The two-span, three-span, and four-$pan portions

of the test were given to the third grade of the Indiana

state Training School. There were thirty trials in this.

test. ., The results of the first test showed the median

of the number right to be 16.33 and the mean to be

16.85, with a standard deviation ot 2.74. This median

number right out of thirty trials indicated th~t the

test was of correct level at difficulty for this grade.

6
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Some or the difficulty which the pupils experienced

on the first test was caused by the fact that the squares

in which they were recording their responses were too

small. The test was given to the third grade a second

day and paper with larger squares was used with more

satisfactory results. The median based on the number

right of this second test was 19, the mean was 19.82,

with a standard deviation of 4.5. The test was given

a third time, and the median was 22.33, the mean 21.713,

with a standard deviation of 1.7.

A comparison or scores shows that the medians

and means of the number right get higher with each

successive test, a fact which is due to the benefits

of practice. The standard deViation of the first test

was 2.75, and that of the second test was 4.5. This

rather large difference in standard deviation is probably

due to chance. In sO small a group, a variation of the

scores of two or three cases might cause this change.

The standard deviation of the third test is quite small,

which is to be expected after the children have had

practice in the test.
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TABLE I

THE RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY TEST

H.. .. .. .. · ..· .. .. .. · ·Test .. Grade · No. Cases .. Median · Mean .. S. D. .. Trials.. · .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ... . . . . --.. · · .. ..· .. · .. .. ·1st · 2nd 15 6.5 6.23: 2.48 20• .. · .. ·· · .. .. •.. .. .. .. .... .. · .. ..

· .. · · .... · .. .. ..
1st 3rd .. 14 .. 16.33 .. 16.85: 2.74 .. 30.. .. .. ·· · .. · .. ·· .. · .. · ·2nd .. .. 14 .. 19. · 19.82: 4.5 ..· .. · .. ..

.. .. .. .. .... · · · ·3rd · · 14 · 22.33 .. 21.71: 1.7 ·· .. .. .. ·.. .. · .. •· · .. • ..

On account ot the ditficulty of the test for this

age children, it seemed, from these results, that it

would be practical to call the tirst test a practice

test, and the responses tor it were discarded. The

procedure last used 'in the ~hird grade was decided upon

for the ,principal experiment because the results show

that it was of proper difficulty for use in the third

grade and that, atter a practice test, the children

were able to understand the test.



IV. PROCEDURE FOR PRINCIPAL EXPERIMENT

A. Conditions for the Test

The testing for the principal experiment was done

in the third grade in the public schools of Terre Haute,

and, in most cases, this grade was in two groups. The

testing was done through the months of February, March,

and the first two weeks in April of 1933. Since the

testing occurred near the middle of the year, both the

3 B and 3 A groups were used. The test was given to

these children in their own rooms where there were no

unusual factors to disturb them. Usually the doors and

windows were closed in order to prevent disturbances

from outside. An effort was made to have the conditions

as nearly alike as possible for each group, although

there were some factors which did vary_ In most of the

schools the phonographs were not in good condition,

and, although an attempt was made to regUlate the speed,

they were not always accurate. The phonographs were

cleaned up and adjusted as well as possible for the test.

At one school the phonograph was so poor that a portable

phonograph was taken there from one of the other schools.

The effect of personality of the regular teacher

was reflected in the responses of the children. Some

groups seemed to have acquired a better habit of attention

than others because of the manner in which the teacher

directed them.

9
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B. Preparation for the 'Ilest

A mimeographed blank, shown in Figure 1, was

prepared for the children to use. This contained

spaces tor the name, age, and sex of the child, and

also the date of the test. Thirty rectangles, 5/8 inches

by 3/4 inches, were arranged in three columns of ten

each. These were numbered from one to ten on the lett

side at the paper. At the top, the columns were labeled

A, B, and C tor the responses at the two-span, three

span and tour-span parts of the test, respectively. The

phonograph was cheoked tor accuracy, and the kind at

needle which seemed best tor the room was ohosen.

c. The First Test

The children were asked to listen caretully to

a few words at explanation, and then examples at the

two-span, three-span, and tour-span portions of the

test were given. Usually this procedure was repeated

two or three times, and about tifteen or twenty minutes

were necessary tor the children as a group to grasp the

idea ot what they were to do. Then the mimeographed

papers were passed out, and the children instruoted how

to fill out the blanks. Atter the ohildren had carefully
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filled out the blanks, they were allowed to hear a

portion of the record in order to accustom them to

it. Dr. Seashorets suggestion of allowing them to

give oral response at this time was found to be help

ful. After the writer had made sure that everyone was

ready, the children were asked to sit in gOOd position,

to keep their pencils near the papers, -and not to watch

anyone elsets paper. They were told that to keep their

eyes closed while listening and to count (as Dr. Seashore

also suggests) would probably help them.

In one case, after the children had written a few

responses, a physical education class started using a

piano in the hall just outside the door. These papers

were discarded and the test was given at another time.

D. The Second Test

On the second day the test was repeated with

conditions as nearly like the first day as possible.

Usually a little time was needed for further explanation.

These papers were graded.

E. The Third Test

The test was repeated on the third day, and usually

no statements about the test were necessary. These papers

were grade~, and each child was given the highest score

he ha~ made, The highest score was used because the object

in giving the test more than once was to come as nearly

to the physiological limit as possible.



Boy
Naine Gir1==

HaNe you ta1cen
Date this test

before?

Figure 1.

Sample ot the blank used tor the test.
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A. Summary

The mean is 16.69, with a standard deviation of 5.15,

867

Number
....

5.15

S. D.

16.69
....

. .. .

15.56

Median Mean..

v. RESULTS

TABLE II

RESULTS OF THE PRINCIPAL EXPERIMENT

of the. group was 15.56, which is almost ideally located.

1. Satisfactory Results. The results of the

principal experiment which are quite satisfactory,

are shown in Table II. The median of the best scores

Highest Scores

Of Whole Group

2. Comparison of Groups. Table III shows some

interesting differences in the scores between the children

of the Training School, the negro children, and the

Whole group. The median for the Training School is 22.33,

and significantly higher than that for the whole group,

which is 15.56. This probably is due to the fact that

the Training School children are a select group.

which means that two-thirds of the responses fall be

tween 11.54 and 21.84, which is near enough to the

median to make the test of proper difficulty for the

third grade.
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The difference of the median and mean of the scores

of the negro children in comparison with the whole group

is interesting although it is, perhaps, due to chance.

It would be interesting to know how these same children

would rank in other musical talent traits in comparison

to the whole group.

These two groups were singled out because the

differences were mOre outstanding than the other groups.

TABLE III

MEAN, MEDIAN, .AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH GROUP

.. · .. .... · .. ..
Group .. Median .. Mean .. s. D. .. Number.. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ..
3rd Grade .. .. .... . ..
Training .. .. .. .... · .. .
School .. 22-.33 21.71 .. 3.07 .. 14· .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ..
Whole .. .. .. .... .. .. ..
Group .. 15.56 .. 16.69 .. 5.15 .. 867.. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ..

· · .. ..• .. .. ..
Negro · .. .. ..· .. .. ..
Children .. 14.85 • 15.56 .. 5.48 62.. .. .... .. .. ..· .. .. ..
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B. The Reliability as Shown by the Correlation

of the Two Tests

The scores of the first test were correlated

with those of the second test, and the result was

a correlation of .6797 with a probable error of .1305,

which shows the test to be reliable for use in the third

grade. The number of eases used in this correlation

was 833.

C. Correlations with Teachers' Estimates

1. Criteria~ Makin~ Teachers' Estimates.

All the teachers were asked to rank their children

according to the ease and rapidity· with which they

learned the melodies of their rote songs. However,

not all the teachers complied with this request.

The estimates were correlated with the test scores by

means or the Spearman Footrule, the results showing

an average low ~ or .2331. This low correlation is to

be expected, however, when we use on a highly special

ized subject, the estimates of teachers, many of whom

are untrained in music. To make reliable estimates

of the musical talent of children would require both

training and musical talent. We find these two factors

varying to a great degree in teachers. Some have both

training and talent. Some have a degree of talent and
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no training, while others have neither training nor

talent. During the giving of the tests to the children,

several teachers took the test. Some of them did quite

well, and, in a few cases, the teachers were frank enough

to show their test papers even though they had made a

great number of mistakes. If a teacher has no musical

talent and has had no training, how can- she estimate the

abilities of her children?

2. Correlations ~ the Separate Schools. The

correlations for the separate schools range from .733 to

-.3935, the complete figures for which is shown in Table IV.

This wide range of teachers' jUdgments shows the need for

an objective test to at least supplement and guide these

teachers in the classification of their children.
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TABLE IV

CORRELATIONS OF TEACHERS' ESTIMATES
WITH TEST SCORES FOR THE

INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS

· ·· •
School · R · r · Number at Pupils· · ·· ·· ·••

A • .52 · .753 23· ·B · .47 .700 15•
C .37 .580 29
D · .32 .514 25·E · .31 .500 33·F · .27 .444 32·G · .27 .444 22·H · .25 .414 1'Z·I · .15 .275 33•
;r • .07 · .124 28· ·K -.09 -.092 32

F'j L · -.08 · -.0838 32· ·,
M -.11 -.1151 32l'

I:!

i
N -.35 -.3645 13
0 · -.38 · -.3935 · 26· · ..

· •· ·
The average r is .2331 Total 404,

i ~
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D. Calculation of Percentile Ranks

It is hoped that this study has shown that

this revision of the "Tonal Memory Test" is of real

value to both music teachers and grade teachers. When

other groups of children are tested, a standard of

comparison will be needed. The number of right re

sponses which this group of children made has been

calculated into percentile ranks.

The number of cases used in establishing the

median and mean for the whole group, as shown in

Table II, and for making percentile ranks, as shown

in Table V, was 867. The difference between this number

and the number used in the correlation of the two tests,

which was 833, was due to the absences when the tests

were given. In making the correlation between the two

tests, only the cases where there were two scores

could be used. In making the percentile rank, the highest

score for each child was used.
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TABLE V

NORMS FOR THE SHORTER FORM
OF THE TONAL MEMORY TEST

FOR THE THIRD GRADE

.. .... ..
No. Right .. Percentile Rank .. Per Cent Right.. ......

....
30 .. 100 100..
26 95 85
24 .. 90 80..
22 .. 85 73..
21 80 70
20 : 75 66
19 .. 70 .. 63.. ..
18 65 60
17 60 56
16 55 53
16 50 53
15 45 50
14 40 46
14 35 46
13 .. 30 .. 43.. ..
13 25 43
12 20 40
11 15 36
10 10 33

9 5 .. 30..
....



whole group was made.

TABLE VI

DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES
OF THE HIGHEST SCORES

E. Distribution of Frequencies

Table VI and Figure 2 show the distribution of

the frequencies of the highest scores. It was from 'lIable

VI that the median, mean, and standard deviation of the

3
6

18
11
13
18
21
28
22
29
43
35
46
49
59
75
78
78
78
59
44
30
15

3
1
3

Frequen
cies

2
867

30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Number of
Correct
Trials
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VI. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

A. Importance of an Objective Test

1. Musical Scholarship. For the children who

will make music an important factor in their lives, it

is very necessary that they have an attainable goal

held before them. They must be required to make constant

effort if they are to grow in and retain a proper interest

in music. Public school music is for the benefit of all

children, but the teacher who knows her children's

talents can motivate her work accordingly and see that

those of superior talent are applying themselves as

well 'as those of lesser talent. This definite under

standing of children's capacities has a very stablizing

influence upon their attitude tow3.rds music in general

and towards the daily music period. Children who say

they dislike music are probably only the victims of a

teacher who misunderstood them. The love and appre

ciation of good music is a pleasure and satisfaction

in the life of anyone, regardless of his ability to

perform. This proper attitude should be guarded care

fully at this age, and, by means of objective tests

in musical talent, as early as the third grade, teachers

are greatly aided in the formation of proper attitude.



2. Private Lessons. It is a common practice for

children to begin private lessons in music at about

eight years of age. A child who shows high scores on

musical talent tests should be encouraged to take private

lessons, but care should be taK8n that there is not too

much expected from him. Parents and teachers of private

lessons should be interested in the musical capacities

of their children and in the ranking these c:hildren

obtain on musical talent tests. They should understand,

however, that these test scores are not necessarily

predictive of success, but that they will show the

potential possibilities as well as the handicaps the

child may have.

B. Importance of Teachers' ~udgments

1. Reli'abili ty .£! Teachers' ~udgmel1ts. There

are a great many teachers and supervisors who have the

belief that teachers' jUdgments are reliable for estimating

individual differences in children's musical talent.

Everyone would agree probably that teachers' jUdgments

are very worth while, but they do not seem to be very

reliable when correlated with test scores. When the

teachers who were visi ted d'uring the making of this stUdy

were asked to rank their children according to their

musical talent, most of them found it a difficult task,

and several said it would be impossible for them to
,

do so. When the teachers have the advan~age of the
,

use of an objective test, their jUdgments should be mUCh



more reliable. Frequently a child is discovered who

has not had his interest aroused and has never shown the

capacity that he has. By the use of a test such as this

one, the effect of the personality of the child upon the

teacher is eliminated.

2. Benefits-£f This Test !£r Supplementing

Teachers' dUdgments. Following are listed the benefits

of this test for supplementing teachers' jUdgments

concerning the musical talent of their students.

a. When a new song is presented, the children

making the highest musical talent scores might be asked

to be first to sing alone. Children who make low test

scores should not be asked to sing alone songs which are

new, but they may be asked to sing ones which are well

known and Which they can do well enough to give them the

thrill of success.

b. When presenting a new sequence or exercise

of any kind that is learned by rote,. teachers should

select the children with highest scores in tonal memory

to be first to respond alone.

c. Test scores should be helpful to the teacher,

when selecting children for the toy orchestra.

d. A knowledge of the children's·ranking on this

test would be helpful to the teacher in making out

monthly reports, the children being graded according to

. their accomplishment in comparison with their ~est score.



e. Teachers will find their own interest

stimulated by their knowledge of the individual

differences of their children's musical talent.

t. The test does not take much time. If it is

given three times, as was done for this study, twenty to

thirty minutes will be needed the first day; on the other

two' days ten minutes will allow plenty of time for the·

test and a few minutes review of the test.

g. It is not unusual to find children who will

score much higher than the teacher herself. In a case ot

this kind surely an objective test is necessary, for the

teacher would not be able to rank children ot superior

talent by her own judgment.

c. Related Probl~ms

1. Tonal Memory i!~~ Only Musical Talent.

There are traits in musical talent other than tonal

memory, and it would be interesting to see the results

ot a similar study in these other traits.

2. ! Follow-QE study. A tollow-up study of these

same Children, after seven or eight years, when they

would probably be juniors or seniors in high school,

would probably disclose some interesting facts. This

follow-up stUdy would be based on the accomplishment

of these children in music.
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3. A Further Study .£f~ Differences of Negro

Children. At a later date a further study of the differ

ences of negro children might be made. It is possible

that they would vary a great deal in the various traits

of musical talent.



VII. SU1~ OF CONCLUSIONS

1. The results of this experiment show that

this test is reliable and of proper difficulty for

use in the third grade.

2. The reliability of the test was found by

giving the test twice and correlating the two scores.

The £ is .6797 with a probable error of .1305.

3. The correlation with teachers' estimates is

low t a fact which shows the need for an objective test.

,4. There was a great range in the correlations of

teachers' estimates with the test scores for the individual

scAools.

5. A tentative norm has been established t as is

shown in Table V.

2'
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